
Pk’s Perspectives… Dress Code

Deacon Selection

As part of our worship this past Sunday, seven men were called out by the church body to serve in 

the active Deacon Ministry.  These seven men will begin serving on January 1, 2020.  

The seven men selected were:


Jimmy Davis     Phillip Hart     Jason Little 
Ryan McWhorter     Duane Pittman     Chanse Reardin    Shane Savant 

Three of these men - Phillip, Chanse, & Shane - are new to the Deacon Ministry of our church and 
will be ordained at a future date.  Pray for all seven of these men, that they would possess a 

servant’s heart and an abundance of godly wisdom.


We want to express our gratitude to the following seven men who will be completing a three year 
commitment of ministry with the active Deacon Body.  They have served well and pass along a 

laudable legacy of servant ministry.


Alan Curtis     Sammy Haupt     Kevin Jump 
Charlie Keen     Jesse Peavy     Jack Strickland     Ben Tyus 

2020 Active Deacon Body 

Shayne Abney	 Trey Belflower	 Jackie Bowen

Ron Bryant	 	 Jimmy Davis		 Jed Evans


Don Giles	 	 Phillip Hart	 	 Doyle Helms

Scott Kletcke	 Von Lassiter	 	 Jason Little


Butch Lucas	 	 Ryan McWhorter	 John Phillips

Duane Pittman	 Tommy Porter	 Chanse Reardin

Shane Savant	 Chris Steeley		 David Whedon


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


 I came across a verse in my devotional Bible reading that gripped my attention.  The verse is 
Proverbs 14:4.  In the Holman Christian Standard translation, this verse reads:  “Where there are no 
oxen, the feeding-trough is empty, but an abundant harvest comes through the strength of an ox.”  
Hmmm…so I looked-up the verse in the New Living translation and it reads like this:  “Without oxen 
a stable stays clean, but you need a strong ox for a large harvest.”

	 What captured my thoughts is an apparent incompatibility put forth in the verse:  either you 
sacrifice an abundant harvest for the sake of maintaining tidiness & neatness or you sacrifice 
orderliness for the sake of experiencing a great harvest.  I think many churches struggle with this 
dilemma.  An abundant Gospel harvest is going to generate messy and challenging ministry in the 
church (check out the book of Acts); eschewing the Great Commission will definitely keep a church’s 
ministry neat and tidy.  I’m out of space…you wrestle with the implications!  Cya in Worship & 
Sunday School, PK


